Processing of an antigenic sequence from IgG constant domains for presentation by MHC class II.
Targeting of T cell epitopes to APC enhances T cell responses. We used an APC-specific Ab (anti-IgD) and substituted either of 18 loops connecting beta strands in human IgG constant H (C(H)) domains with a characterized T cell peptide epitope. All Ab-epitope fusion molecules were secreted from producing cells except IgG-loop 2(BC)C(H)1, and comparing levels, a hierarchy appeared with fusions involving C(H)2 > or = C(H)1 > C(H)3. Within each domain, fusion at loop 6(FG) showed best secretion, while low secretion correlated with the substitution of native loops that contain conserved amino acids buried within the folded molecule. Comparing the APC-specific rAb molecules for their ability to induce T cell activation in vitro, the six mutants with epitope in C(H)2 were the most effective, with loop 4C(H)2 ranking on top. The C(H)1 mutants were more resistant to processing, and the loop 6C(H)1 mutant only induced detectable activation. The efficiency of the C(H)3 mutants varied, with loop 6C(H)3 being the least effective and equal to loop 6 C(H)1. Considering both rAb secretion level and T cell activation efficiency, a total of eight loops may carry T cell epitopes to APC for processing and presentation to T cells, namely, all in C(H)2 in addition to loop 6 in C(H)1 and C(H)3. Comparing loop 4C(H)2 with loop 6C(H)1 mutants after injection of Ab in BALB/c mice, the former was by far the most efficient and induced specific T cell activation at concentrations at least 100-fold lower than loop 6C(H)1.